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We show using a stylized model, how the financing choice of landlords can impact eviction decisions in 
rental markets. Since multifamily loans rely on timely cash flows from tenants, strict underwriting factors 
can increase the chances that landlords are able to weather income shocks. Lender provided relief may 
create further leeway for landlords to work out a deal with tenants who default on rental payments. 
Using comprehensive data on nationwide evictions in the US and performance records on multifamily 

mortgages, we confirm predictions from our model by documenting a negative relation between evictions and the financing activity 
by government-sponsored enterprises (GSE) who impose strict underwriting criteria but generally offer borrowers relief during 
unprecedented income shocks. We also quantify the eviction risks induced by the COVID-19 pandemic for twelve U.S. cities using our 
empirical model. 
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The Alrov Institute for Real Estate Research at Tel Aviv University, ESCP Business School, and UCLA Ziman Center for Real Estate  
are pleased to partner on a series of Zoom-based winter and spring 2021 research seminars with a focus on issues of housing and public policy. 

 

 

UPCOMING WEBINAR: THURSDAY, APRIL 22, 2021 - 8AM PT/11AM ET (US & Canada) 
"Why Have House Prices Risen So Much More Than Rents in Superstar Cities?" 

Presented by Christian A. L. Hilber, London School of Economics & Centre for Economic Performance.  
Joint work by Andreas Mense, Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg. 

 
For questions, contact Julie Lindner at julie.lindner@anderson.ucla.edu // zimancenter.ucla.edu 
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